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Spaghetti and Meatballs for All! a
Mathematical Story Doubleday
Books for Young Readers
Illustrations and rhyming text
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snowflakes, frozen skating ponds, mission—Stick Dog gets spottedand perimeter,
and warm nights by the fireplace. by a human. And the police are dinnertime becomes a

The Pokémon Cookbook
Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Stick Dog and his pals are
back, but this time the
temperature is rising and
they're all feeling the heat.
They need cold, cold ice cream
on this hot, hot day! It will take
all of Stick Dog's smarts to
guide his friends to a
scrumptious ice-cream feast.
They'll battle a water-attacking
machine, discover rainbow
puddles, and chase the
strangest, loudest truck they've
ever seen. But there's a
looming threat to their

on his tail. If he's captured,
Stick Dog may never see his
friends again. If he escapes, it's
ice cream for everyone. With
hilarious text and stick-figure
drawings, reluctant readers will
eat this one up! Perfect for fans
of such series as Dog Man, Big
Nate, Timmy Failure, and
Diary of a Wimpy Kid. Other
favorites in the series include
Stick Dog Wants a Hot Dog,
Stick Dog Chases a Pizza, and
many more!

Stick Dog Houghton
Mifflin
In this fun look at area

real mess as guests
rearrange the carefully
placed tables and
chairs.
Stick Dog Dreams of
Ice Cream
HarperCollins
Leah and Dexter are
brother and sister.
They don't always
get along. In fact,
there are times
they can be
downright mean to
each other. The
ooey, gooey jelly
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Known for her cruel ways, the
donuts in this story The Smallest Girl in the
little Queen of Mean has kids
are a testament to Smallest Grade Random
cowering in fear—until big
House Books for Young
the power of
Freddy stands up to her and
Readers
kindness, caring,
A child learns that there are says what everyone has been
and generosity.
too fearful to say. In Seussian
consequences
for
Bite into the power
rhyme, actress Jane Lynch,
thoughtless behavior, from
clinical psychologist Lara
of paying it
feeding popcorn to a bear at Embry, and former children’s
forward by adding
the zoo to dropping an
book editor A. E. Mikesell
The Jelly Donut
empty can out of a car
gently and comically depict the
Difference to your window.
undoing of a bully and her
family's home
The Pioneer Woman Cooks
efforts to reform. Tricia Tusa’s
collection or
Houghton Mifflin
charming illustrations make the
classroom library. Glee actress Jane Lynch takes story an even more accessible
I Got the School Spirit
HarperCollins
A timely and deeply moving
debut picture book that
explores the power our words
hold.

a look at bullying head-on in
her first picture book. Marlene
is the self-appointed queen of
the playground, the sidewalk,
and the school. She is small
but mighty . . . intimidating!

conversation starter for all
ages.

Binging with Babish
Sandpiper
Hardly anyone noticed
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young Sally McCabe. She vibrant artwork from award-does she love to listen?
was the smallest girl in the winning illustrator
NOPE. One day, while
smallest grade. But Sally Christian Robinson, will
she’s walking through the
notices everything—from have readers cheering for forest, her gift of the gab
the twenty-seven keys on young Sally McCabe.
gets her into hot water:
the janitor’s ring to the
Marlene, Marlene, Queen “That’s a pretty tree and
bullying happening on the of Mean HarperCollins
that’s a pretty tree and
playground. One day,
Meet Wordy Birdy, a very that’s a pretty danger sign
Sally has had enough and chatty bird who talks WAY and that’s a pretty tree. . .
decides to make herself
more than she listens! A .” Will this inattentive bird
heard. And when she
hilarious new story from
walk right into danger?
takes a chance and stands Tammi Sauer, beloved
Will her faraway thoughts
up to the bullies, she finds author of Nugget & Fang, lead her along a path of
that one small girl can
Chicken Dance, and My
doom? It’s up to her longmake a big difference.
Alien. Wordy Birdy
suffering, heard-it-allGrammy-nominated
LOVES to talk. “Hello,
before pals Squirrel,
children’s musician Justin sunrise. Hello, pink sky.
Raccoon, and Rabbit to
Roberts, together with
Hello, orange sky!” But
save their distracted
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friend. Author Tammi
caregivers will certainly
Sauer will have kids and find this
their parents in stitches
chuckleworthy.”—Kirkus
with this funny, fast-paced, "amusing and
lovable caper about the
entertaining"—School
importance of paying
Library Journal "an
attention—and the
entertaining approach to
importance of standing by the topic of
your friends through thick listening."—Booklist
and thin. And look for the The Hallo-Wiener Henry Holt
and Company (BYR)
hilarious sequel, Wordy
Daddy picks up Corey from
Birdy Meets Mr.
the daycare center, goes to
Cougarpants! Praise for
the store with him and has
Wordy Birdy: A Bank
dinner cooked by the time
Street College of
Mom arrives home from work.
Education Best Children's Stick Dog Wants a Hot
Book of the Year “laugh- Dog Harper Collins
out-loud funny . . .
Even though she is

teased by a boy at school
for being different, Lucy
has the courage to be
herself and comes to the
boy's aid when he is in
need of help.
What If Everybody Did
That? Gibbs Smith
It’s picture day, and the
boy at the center of this
charming story wants to
make sure his picture is
perfect. It seems as
though everything’s going
wrong for him—he has
bedhead, a stained shirt,
and a big scowl on his
face. But when he goes
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up for his picture, he thinks voice makes reading aloud how do you follow it? A
grandfather explains to his
about his terrible
a must . . . high-energy
appearance, and he
comedy that involves only grandson that the Golden
Rule means you “treat
smiles—because he
minor destruction."—
people the way you would
secretly wants his picture Publishers Weekly
like to be treated. It’s golden
to be the worst ever taken! The Defined Dish Houghton
because it’s so valuable,
But just as he smiles, the Mifflin Harcourt
and a way of living your life
photo is snapped, and his Bestselling author John
Green provides a foreword that’s so simple, it shines.”
plan is ruined when he
to this deluxe edition of the The book reveals versions of
takes a totally adorable
the Golden Rule found in
beloved classic With a
picture. Perfectly paired
gorgeous new package and many cultures and religions,
with the larger-than-life
a foreword from bestselling including Christianity,
silliness of Dan Santat’s
Judaism, Buddhism, and
author John Green, the
Islam. Following the Golden
illustrations, this is a sweet deluxe edition of The
Rule is something everyone
and funny picture book
Golden Rule spreads the
can do, which means that
about a classic school
message of kindness to a
every person—old or young,
moment. Praise"The
new generation. But, what
rich or poor—can help make
narrator’s over-the-top
does it really mean? And
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look like your favorite Pokémon purple and sleep on the
Biscuit Visits the Big City characters – from desserts to school roof if the students
Random House Books for pizza – with more than 35
read 1,000 books this
easy, fun recipes. Make a
Young Readers
year, and Miss Malarkey is
Pokéball sushi roll, Pikachu
Recipes recreated from
determined to find the right
ramen or mashed Meowth
beloved movies and TV
book for every student,
potatoes for your next party,
shows by the host of one weekend activity or powered- including this story's
of the most popular food up lunchbox.
reluctant-reader narrator.

the world a better place.

Wordy Birdy Maria
Dismondy Incorporated
Award-winning duo Judy
Finchler and Kevin
O'Malley are back with
another book in the bestselling Miss Malarkey
Damn Delicious Scholastic
Inc.
series that makes reading
Fun & easy recipes inspired by fun! Principal Wiggins has
favorite Pokémon characters! promised to dye his hair
programs on the internet
Stick Dog Slurps
Spaghetti Paw Prints
Great hot dog recipes and
side dishes from famous
locales nationwide

Create delicious dishes that

Winning her students over
book by book, Miss
Malarkey will have
students loving to read in
no time. As the bestselling series continues in
paperback, no teacher,
librarian, or parent should
leave this book behind!
Principal Wiggins
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promises to dye his hair
days, the one thing
Lucy has big hair, eats fun
purple and sleep on the
everyone agrees about is foods and is teased by a
school roof if the students the need for all children to boy named Ralph at
read 1,000 books this
learn to love reading. Now, school because she is
year. Miss Malarkey is
the best-selling Miss
different. She tries to be
determined to find the right Malarkey series uses all brave but she wishes the
book for each student so the programs and
teasing would stop. What
they'll participate in the
initiatives developed to
should I do? she asks
school program, and learn help children read as
herself over and over.
to love reading. She's got fodder for the humor mill, Lucy's Papa Gino reminds
a tough audience - video keeping everyone
her to do the right thing
game fanatics, artists,
laughing about this
and treat people with
sports lovers - nonreaders important topic. No
kindness. So when Ralph
all. But she won't give up teacher, librarian or parent gets stuck on the
until Principal Wiggins can should leave this book
playground and needs
flip his purple wig. With all behind!
help, will Lucy use this
the new pressures being Spaghetti in a Hot Dog chance to teach Ralph a
put on teachers these
lesson? Or will she have
Bun Harper Collins
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the courage to be true to from the publisher website. Adir Levy (What Would
herself and make the right The best book for teaching Danny Do?) and
choice with an act of
kindness and confronting Jacquelyn Stagg
kindness? Readers of all bullying. Spaghetti in a
(Kindness Starts with
ages can empathize with Hotdog Bun is perhaps the You).
Lucy's brave journey as
most beloved book by
The Worst Day of My Life
she sets out to rise above award-winning author
Ever! Random House
Ralph's mean words, stay Maria Dismondy. It carries Books for Young Readers
true to herself and build
the key message of love, Gluten-free, dairy-free,
her self-esteem every step courage and positivity
and grain-free recipes that
of the way. This book
supported by the many
sound and look way too
comes with a free
advocates of positive
delicious to be healthy
Reader's Companion,
parenting solutions. It will from The Defined Dish
complete with discussion sit comfortably on your
blog, fully endorsed by
questions, lesson plans
shelf alongside other
Whole30.
Effortless Bento Scholastic
and activities for children books that focus on
to go beyond the book.
emotions, confidence and Inc.
Download your copy direct bullying. Like the work of This exuberant celebration of
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the first day of school illustrated
by award-winning illustrator
Frank Morrison will have every
kid cheering for school to
begin! Summer is over, and
this little girl has got the school
spirit! She hears the school
spirit in the bus driving up the
street--VROOM, VROOM!--and
in the bell sounding in the
halls--RING-A-DING! She
sings the school spirit in class
with her friends--ABC, 123!
The school spirit helps us all
strive and grow. What will you
learn today? Don't miss these
other exuberant titles: I Got the
Rhythm I Got the Christmas
Spirit
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